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MISSION

32

Our Company’s philosophy has always privileged 
quality to quantity in production; the attention 

to Client’s wishes, the quality of the design, of 
the final product and of supplied services are 

our best advertising media. 
Company’s tradition and our Clients requests 
were the reasons why, besides technological 

innovation of every component, great attention 
has always been paid to materials, construction 

details and wide range of accessories that 
enable to customize every single project to 

specific functional requirements, ensuring high 
technical performance and comfort in use.

At the basis of every project lays the 
importance paid to ergonomic features because, 
beyond shape and material, every kitchen is first 
of all a machine designed to preserve, produce 

and supply food and must ensure maximum 
comfort condition to the end user.

Designing a kitchen means to pursue and to find 
the solution that suits the Client’s habits at the 

best, develop a space that enhances conviviality 
and ensures easy culinary performance and use.

Our kitchens are built to last, in fact for 60 
years we have been offering a product always 

up-to-date, both modern and classical at the 
same time, that has always satisfied the requests 

from every kind of Client, and always will.

OUR VALUES



.01MOOD
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Mood re-interprets the concept of kitchen in 
its overall context: it becomes a perfect system 
where the working space melts with the living 

area, obtaining thus an open space that is 
perfect to bring people together.



76

Doors 30 mm thick. in Medium Density (MDF) 
veneered in brushed larch-wood, with horizontal grain,  

matt lacquer finish.
Internal structure white faced panels 18 mm thick. 

Class E1.

Inside of columns in faced panels dove-grey colour, 
textile-like linen finish.
Drawers equipped with controlled closure device.

Groove for opening of tall units included into frame 
width.



98

Table with metal base antique iron finish and top in 
solid sycamore wood.



1110

Worktop in white quartz 30 mm thickness, warm led light. 

Built-in handle for base units, veneer plinth h. 50 mm.  



1312

Chair in white leather.
 



.02GAMMA GLOSS

1514

Gamma Gloss, sophisticated and 
up-to-date brings value to your 

home. Here elegancy matches with 
functionality creating a kitchen that 

takes account of one’s needs. 



1716

Cupboards with folding glass door, equipped with electrical device 
that consent opening and closure with a light touch and without 
handles. 
Led light inside wall cabinets.

Doors 20 mm thick. in Medium Density (MDF) in white brushed 
polyester lacquer, handle grooved inside door frame. 

Internal structure white faced panels 18 mm thick. Class E1.
Island with worktop in satinized stainless steel. Front stripe 7 cm h.

Removable plinth in satinized stainless steel 15 cm height.



1918

Drawers and doors equipped with controlled closure 
device; wide range of internal accessories for drawers 

and heavy-duty drawers.

Worktop in Cardoso stone with natural matt finish, 
with particularly shaped edges. 



.03GAMMA WOOD
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The finish in rosewood enhances 
the importance of this composition 

which, together with the bright finish 
and the shiny glass defines a space of 

great personality.  



2322

Doors 20 mm thick. in Medium Density (MDF) in creamy-
white brushed polyester lacquer, handle grooved inside door 
frame. 
Structure white faced panels 18 mm thick. Class E1.



2524

Suspended base cabinets with rosewood veneer 
chosen to match grain

Worktop in satinized stainless steel, single sheet with 
back panel 30 cm height with particular built-in detail 
in natural wood finish. 



2726

Drawers and doors equipped with controlled closure 
devices.
Heavy-duty drawer equipped with bottle holder.

Cupboards with folding creamy-coloured bright glass 
door and metal frame.

Led light underneath wall cabinets. 



.04LAND
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Land is dedicated to those who want 
to have a kitchen updated to the 
latest trends, where the pleasure 

to touch natural materials and the 
linearity of clean timeless shapes is 

the primary issue. 



26-

3130

Thermo-treated durmast wood.

Marble Emperador Dark. 

Transparent yellow glass. Doors 20 mm thick. in Medium Density (MDF) veneered in 
thermo-treated durmast wood, with vertical grain.
Structure white faced panels 18 mm thick. ClassE1.

Removable plinth in satinized stainless steel 15 cm height.
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Show-case doors with aluminium frame and transparent 
coloured glass.

Opening and closure of doors by pressure, without handles.



.05DEDALO
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Dedalo, refined and rational, with 
its exclusive materials and essential 

lines defines a space of great prestige, 
where cooking becomes a pleasure. 
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Tall unit equipped with sliding doors in 
semitransparent material and back panel with rear 
illumination by white led light.
Chromed shelves.

Doors 20 mm thick. in Medium Density (MDF) veneered in 
grey open-pore lacquer durmast wood, with horizontal grain.

Structure white faced panels 18 mm thick. ClassE1.
Doors and drawers with push-to-open devices.



3938

Angular two storey basket completely extractable 
manually, with soft closure.



4140

Angular tall unit, equipped with pull-out device, 
extractable chromed grate baskets.
Angular drawers with push-to-open devices.

Tap with mixer and under sink unit that enables to 
micro-filtrate, cool and sparkle potable water.



4342

Hood in stainless steel with led lights in different 
colours, coordinated with back panel and back of 
worktop accessories in stainless steel with mirror 
finish.

Worktop in Carrara marble, front stripe 5 cm h. 
Treated with satin finish.

Removable plinth in satinized Carrara marble15 cm 
height.



.06SLIM
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The kitchen is the most lived-in 
ambient of the whole house, the vital 

fulcrum of domestic space.  
Slim is the practical and comfy kitchen 

where the family gets together.



4746

Worktop and back panel in quartz with mother-of-
pearl particles. 

Doors 20 mm thick. in Medium Density (MDF) veneered in 
open-pore lacquer durmast wood, with horizontal grain.

Structure white faced panels 18 mm thick. ClassE1. 



4948

Wall mounted units in ivory matt lacquer, silky finish 
with built-in handle.

Doors and drawers with push-to-open devices.
Illumination under wall mounted cabinets by white 

led light. 

Opening of base units by built-in handle in satinized 
stainless steel.
Removable plinth in satinized stainless steel 15 cm 
height.



.07CLASSY
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The warmth of wood and the 
contemporary look of lines and 

volumes – that’s what gives to Classy 
its refined and versatile style. 

Classy fits perfectly every scenario, 
from the most classical to the 

modern one.



5352

Worktop in thermo-curved laminate, one piece with 
backsplash panel, white colour. 

Doors and drawers with grooved-in handle.

Aluminium shelves, teak wood boiserie and worktop 
in plastic laminate, curved front, high thickness.



5554

Doors 20 mm thick. in Medium Density (MDF) teak wood 
veneer, wall mounted cabinets with white non-scratch matt 

lacquer.
Structure white faced panels 18 mm thick. ClassE1. 

Removable plinth in stainless steel 15 cm height.

Full wall solution with free-standing stainless steel refrigerator. 
Open structure cabinets white non-scratch matt lacquer.



.08SYSTEM
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System satisfies the taste of young 
people loving colours and simplicity 

in style. Moreover, thanks to its 
minimized size it is the perfect 

solution for those who need to fit 
both kitchen and living room into a 

small space, maintaining a defined area 
division.



5958

Base unit door 20 mm thick. in Medium Density (MDF) plastic 
laminate veneer wood-like; wall mounted cabinets polyester lacquer 
peacock blue. 
Structure white faced panels 18 mm thick. ClassE1. 
Removable plinth in stainless steel 15 cm height.

Worktop in thermo-curved laminate, one piece with backsplash 
panel, rope colour. 

Peninsula table in plastic laminate with metal structure, with 
possibility of double extension. 

Illumination under wall mounted cabinets by white led light with 
capacitive touch panel buttons.



.09SOFT
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Traditional kitchen schemes are 
broken by creative solutions that 

re-define space and extend into the 
living area. 

Soft is a composition of great charm 
where simplicity doesn’t stand for less 

comfort. 



6362

Doors 20 mm thick. in Medium Density (MDF) white non-scratch 
matt lacquer; wall mounted cabinets bright glass, painted white, with 
aluminium structure and balancing doors.
Structure white faced panels 18 mm thick. ClassE1. 
Removable plinth in stainless steel 15 cm height.

Worktop in white quartz 20 mm thick. Backsplash panel quartz 30 
cm height. White lacquered built-in handle.



6564

Electrical appliances in stainless steel and white crystal.
Chair in metal and white leather. 

Tall unit with reduced height with inserted electric appliances and 
storage area.



.10DREAM
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Composition details are enriched by 
a thorough selection of innovative 

and uncommon materials, combined 
with new construction solutions that 
guarantee high technical performance.  



6968



7170

Doors 20 mm thick. in Medium Density (MDF) veneer light durmast 
wood, raw cut finish; 
wall mounted cabinets and tall units white brushed polyester lacquer.
Structure white faced panels 18 mm thick. Class E1.
Removable plinth stainless steel 15 cm height.

Worktop in satinized stainless steel with welded backsplash panel.
Base units equipped with a wide range of accessories, such as scale, 

containers for spices, knife holder and sliding cutlery holder. 
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Satinized stainless steel. 

Natural durmast wood 
with raw cut finish.

Fused glass.



7574

Heavy-duty drawer equipped with pots holder.



.11FUTURA
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Futura kitchen is inspired by 
professional kitchens, where steel, 

accessories on display and wide 
working surfaces make you feel like a 

real chef… at home!



7978

Detail of glass door with satinized metal frame.

Led lightning by white light bars and spotlights. 



8180

Pull-out table with wheels, manual. 



8382

Base cabinets doors 20 mm thick. in Medium Density (MDF) veneer 
wengè wood; wall mounted cabinets bright glass, painted white, with 
satinized metal frame.
Structure white faced panels 18 mm thick. Class E1.
Removable plinth stainless steel 15 cm height.
Worktop in satinized stainless steel with welded backsplash panel 
and frontal stripe in solid wengè wood.

White glass. 

Wengè wood.

Red leather. 



.12LARES
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Finishing details and traditional 
materials make this kitchen a 

warm and cosy place, tradition and 
modernity dialogue through design. 

Lares is the best solution for the 
lovers of the classical style who, 

however, don’t want  to miss a touch 
of novelty. 
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Doors 20 mm thick. in Medium Density (MDF) veneer  
African maple wood, with high relief décor; wall mounted 
glass cabinets with frame in  African maple wood.
Metal handles.
Structure white faced panels 18 mm thick. Class E1.
Removable plinth stainless steel 15 cm height.

Worktop in Carrara marble 4 cm thick., with grooved detail for under-top sink. 
Backsplash panel in Carrara marble.



8988



9190

Double height wall mounted unit with glass 
doors and open element with double depth. 

Hob corner circular base unit, equipped with revolving baskets, stainless 
steel hood and worktop in Africa Dark granite 4 cm thick.
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